
Subject: Ques�ons

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 4/2/2019, 4:25 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>, scstone@gmail.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I learned about your program from a friend who has been through

your "training".  I considered finding a local provider of your

service as a result of their recommendation.  But, I am also an

activist and advocate who has survived cults, frauds, and sexual

assault.  And, I've been a well respected activist and advocate

against such for over 20 years depending on whether you consider

speaking out against it even as a child/youth as a form of

informal activism.

As a result of my trauma, I can be hyper-vigilant in my

advocacy.  In addition, I look into things in-depth before

signing up for any potentially fraudulent or cult "services". 

So, as I looked into your services and any credentials I became

growingly alarmed while also fearing for the safety of my friend

who has been lured by your deception.  I gave that friend every

opportunity to answer my questions and concerns effectively. 

And, on the sly they said they didn't do any looking into it

before signing up or trusting your claims.  Given how well we

know each other, it made me feel inadequate in communicating

effectively in regards to my advocacy from some perspectives. 

But, objectively I know cults and frauds deceive and that is a

major component of how they trick victims into paying for bogus

services or joining them, so, I accept it is more undue

influence and brainwashing by your "academy" rather than any

failures on my part to effectively communicate.  I'm always open

to clarification and direct communication to resolve

misunderstandings.  And, anyone with any empathy at all for

survivors like me would seek to alleviate worry and concern that

triggers trauma rather than exacerbate it unless suffering undue

influence of people like you.  So, this message is one last

attempt at potentially giving you the benefit of any doubts
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while understanding I did my research and am likely completely

right in my current assessment of the situation. However, I am

humble enough to consider the remote possibility that I've

stumbled into a comedy of errors of epic proportion which when

effectively explained may make a great plot for a novel or

film.  I do write fiction to help manage my trauma and process. 

So, either way something good can come out of this.

Now, I don't know if you've had the opportunity to visit

http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm and see the

information I've researched on you and your services with

sources cited.  That page is filled with statements and not

questions.  So, in the event you are not sure how to respond to

critical statements with sources cited with your own alternative

statements (with sources cited) to address any misunderstanding,

here are the questions you need to answer to resolve or get any

changes made to the HEAL site.  If you prove I'm in error, I'll

publicly apologize to you and admit that while I exercised due

diligence in all regards, apparently I still was not fully

informed.  If you remain silent, I'll assume you have no

foundation on which to do or make any claim nor sell any service

and that your silence is an admission of your own guilt because

you have no retort.  In addition, I understand narcissists

ignore criticism, even when well-founded and fact-based, and it

will further validate my concern that you are a narcissism cult

unduly influencing someone I care for deeply.  The questions:

1.  What are the legal names of Kaya Danielle Leigh aka Kaya

Azure and Aeleo Azure?

2.  Through what, if any, mental health, medical, or athletic

training licensing boards are you licensed to provide medical,

mental health, or athletic/yoga training?

3.  Through what entity or school are your founders certified or

through which entity or school did you earn any degrees

qualifying you to provide any services you offer through Sacred

Breath Academy?

4.  In what state to you hold any business licenses as Sacred

Breath Academy?  If you are licensed under any other business
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name, what is it?

5.  In what state is Sacred Breath Academy accredited to provide

any certifications of any sort?

6.  Through what independent third-party lab are your sensual

creams, lotions, and bath/body products tested for quality

assurance before being marketed?

7.  Have you ever studied comparative religion or philosophy in-

depth?  If so, did you major or minor in it?  If so, where?

(This question is because you claim on your site that air or

breath is feminine which is patently false.  It either has no

gender (science) or is masculine (religion/philosophy).  The

fact that a female runs SBA and centers the idea around herself,

suggests it is run by a narcissist who is delusional and

extremely ignorant.  But, I'm willing to be corrected if

mistaken.  Breath may be dependent on the gender of the breather

and would still suggest self-absorption and narcissism if

claiming everyone's breath is a gift from the narcissist and

holds the gender of the narcissist making false claims.  But,

mammals breathe amniotic fluid as our first breaths of life in

the womb.  And, amniotic fluid is often referred to as "water"

or "waters".  Source: https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Amniotic_fluid  And, traditionally philosophically and

religiously, water is feminine.  But, you don't teach people to

breathe amniotic fluid or water, it happens naturally and only

under certain conditions.  So, the first breath of life is

arguably breathing water.  But, at best you mislead and pervert

all truths to sell bullshit when remotely examined from an

informed position.  I'm happy to be corrected.  So, you are

using brainwashing and causing changes to brain chemistry

through forcing people to breathe differently which results in

serious health risks that are the risks you claim to address

with your lies from my perspective and any educated

perspective.  Your activities have been shown in scientific

studies to increase paranoia, risk of heart attack, anxiety, and

more.  In addition, it has been shown it results in people

feeling lightheaded and dizzy which means they are not getting

the right balance and makes them suggestible to brainwashing and

undue influence.
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So, I may have more questions.  Should you have the confidence

and ability to effectively address my concerns and answer my

questions, I'll be happy to reconsider my current position and

am always happy to be further enlightened.  But, you'll have to

excuse any abrasiveness as from my perspective you are currently

criminals who have harmed my friend by isolating, brainwashing,

and defrauding him.  And, based on my own experiences as a

victim, survivor, activist, and advocate, my perspective is

quite informed with a solid foundation in fact and evidence. 

So, while others, including you, may encourage everyone else

suspend their honest reason and commitment to truth for the sake

of benefiting your profit margins, I won't do that ever.  But, I

will consider honest and supported statements with sources cited

clearing up any misunderstanding or correcting me should I be in

error.  I'm happy to apologize should that be the case.

I look forward to hearing from you and will be pleasantly

surprised by any response.  But, as I believe you to be a fraud

and narcissistic cult, my expectation is that you will remain

silent and dismissive of valid and reasonable concerns raised

about your "academy" or respond with your own questions to evade

actually addressing my concerns.  Evading my concerns by going

on the offensive to attack rather than address my concerns, will

further reinforce my current understanding and position.  And,

I'll give you until Friday, April 5th, 2019 at 4:30pm Pacific to

respond before adding to our information page on your program

that we sent you questions in the event we were mistaken and you

failed to respond while including that based on our experience

that suggests you are exactly what we understand you to be at

this time.

I'll spend my life as I have helping to liberate people from

exploitation by cults, frauds, and other criminals.  And, I hope

to successfully liberate my friend too.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder
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PS  I like responses to be recorded.  So, e-mail is as good as

phone since I record my calls.  But, if you state you don't want

your responses posted or to be included at http://www.heal-

online.org/requests.htm, I'll respect that request and keep our

communications off the site.  Some people want it posted, some

don't when offered this opportunity.  To encourage dialogue, I

do respect such requests when expressly made.
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Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 4/4/2019, 9:25 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>, scstone@gmail.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

This is your one and only reminder to answer the questions below

before they are posted to the site with commentary about your

failure to respond and what that indicates.  You can answer them

at any time and any responses may result in editing of the site

should you respond after the deadline.  The deadline remains

4:30pm Pacific, Friday April 5th, 2019.

If confused about anything, just ask.  But, whether or not you

were wished a "Happy April Fools Day" and believe this is part

of that, I assure you it isn't a joke even though based on my

assessment Sacred Breath Academy is and in very bad taste too

given children have died from breathwork resulting in state bans

of the practice.

Again, happy to be corrected if there's been a misunderstanding.

My Best,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

On 4/2/2019 4:25 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I learned about your program from a friend who has been

through your "training".  I considered finding a local

provider of your service as a result of their recommendation. 

But, I am also an activist and advocate who has survived

cults, frauds, and sexual assault.  And, I've been a well
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Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 4/5/2019, 7:26 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>, scstone@gmail.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

We've updated the page on your cult/scam/etc here:

http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm this evening.  If any

corrections are in order, please feel free to provide supporting

evidence or effectively respond to the questions provided

earlier to make sure of proper editing if needed.

I doubt you are remotely legitimate in any way.  But, I remain

open to the possibility we've made an error.  The possibility of

that is so slim and probability of our being correct so great

we're willing to give our own due diligence the benefit of the

doubt instead of your silence and see that as reasonable.  We

also understand you may not wish to self-incriminate further. 

But, you've already done that simply by illegally operating in

the first place.

If I can be of any assistance, let me know.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

On 4/4/2019 9:25 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

This is your one and only reminder to answer the questions

below before they are posted to the site with commentary about

your failure to respond and what that indicates.  You can

answer them at any time and any responses may result in
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Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 4/27/2019, 2:53 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>, scstone@gmail.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

We've updated the page again at http://www.heal-online.org

/breathless.htm.  I'd like you to think about why rules,

standards, and laws exist and how they've evolved since

Hammurabi and even before that by way of local custom and social

organization.  I'd like you to consider that even in nature

there are consequences and disagreements that require some

resolution.  For example, many species, particularly mammals of

which humans are included, have a basic policy of exile or death

for those who threaten or cause harm to the pack/society

/troop/etc.  In modern human societies we've established and

evolved laws and systems of justice to deal with disagreements

between each other peaceably whenever possible to avoid civil

war or even wars between nations.  But, when we have lawlessness

often we see things like the Hatfields and the McCoys which show

humanity, like other mammals, will resort to wrath and vengeance

where systems of justice with laws we all understand and have

the right to get amended through various avenues are not

available nor accessible.

With the advent of the internet and depending on said

accessibility, those with internet access can now learn all the

laws applicable to their life choices as well as what

constitutes illegality and harm to avoid any public disciplinary

actions. And, if you find a law unreasonable or unfair you can

challenge that on constitutional grounds through the justice

system or by lobbying congress.  But, ignoring the laws and

pretending they don't apply to you is very Leopold and Loeb

regardless of if the criminal behavior is overtly violent or

not.  But, since boycotting Israel on human rights grounds is

considered by some to be a form of economic violence, it would

seem fraud (theft by deceit) would be considered a form of
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economic terrorism particularly if associated with human

trafficking rings like that of Jeffrey Epstein.

So, I've given you the opportunity to answer the seven questions

and enlighten me in the event my understanding is based on a

mistaken belief though I've documented the facts supporting it

and exercised due diligence on my end.  I'm also an expert in

the area of exposing cults, frauds, human traffickers, and scams

(i.e. diploma mills/fake certification and degree

programs/etc).  And, because of both my extensive knowledge and

experience, I feel confident that my beliefs in regards to your

program are well-founded with no evidence provided suggesting

the contrary.

Now, I confirmed with law enforcement that based on the

information and evidence I do have that you are committing

criminal fraud.  So, if you have evidence to the contrary

showing where we're in error or have misunderstood something,

you could help clear up any public statements about your

activities by answering the questions.  But, if you don't answer

those questions then we have no reason to make any changes nor

believe you to be acting in good faith.

What we require is you answer those questions and cite your

sources.  The questions are pretty clear as they specify for you

to name where your trainers were educated and through what

licensing boards or offices you hold any licenses, degrees, or

qualifications.  I answered all 7 of the questions I asked you

with sources cited in communicating with a third-party who has

been bcc'd on this message.  If you'd like me to send you my

answers I will or if they wish to enlighten you maybe they'll

forward it to you and they have my consent to forward those

answers to you.

If you have any questions for me, feel free to ask and I will

respond to you.  You can be hostile too.  But, if you are

unreasonable and unwilling to look at the facts and have a

reasonable discussion, then that will reinforce our position

that you are a narcissist cult.  And, if you only targeted

narcissists and it was just a mutual admiration society for

narcissists feeding each other's delusions for cash while
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calling it networking when you show up at someone else's

bullshit scam or retreat (paraphrasing Elizabeth on this one),

then, I'd be less bothered by it overall.  But, if illegal and

spreading destructive ideologies while promoting or associating

with human trafficking rings, that's illegal for good reason and

I support your being shut down.  And, recruiting someone I love

and coercing, manipulating, brainwashing, and unduly influencing

them in a manner that puts their life and livelihood at risk was

a really bad move given who I am and what I do.

So, if I'm wrong and this is a comedy of errors of epic

proportion, reliably sourced information (with sources cited to

clear up any misunderstanding on my part as a result of existing

reliably sourced information in my possession also shared

online) is what is required to manifest a peaceful accord which

will help spread peace and harmony rather than distrust and

confusion.  So, I'm willing to apologize and understand I can be

somewhat "raw, honest, and unflinching" like a buzzsaw so I've

heard.  But, the keyword is "honest" and given my life

experiences if you walked a mile in my shoes and weren't at

least raw you'd deserve high praise.  But, I don't flinch

because that only encourages criminals by making them think you

are too scared to fight and too paranoid to call the cops.  I'm

courageous enough to fight using words and facts by

unflinchingly spreading the truth with sources cited and happy

to call law enforcement when a crime is suspected or shown to be

in progress.

I hope this helps you understand HEAL's position and my

perspective better.  You are welcome to contact me.  But, if it

is all hostility with no facts, then I'll likely respond with

#WhatCheneySaid if anything.  If it is all pleasant compliments

with some condescending words suggesting HEAL edit the site

though you provide no documentation showing we've erred, that's

not going to work.  If it is facts showing our facts are in

error in light of new reliably sourced facts previously unknown

to us, then we'll make changes and apologize.

Check out http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm and all the

hypertext links for documentation.  If you have information

showing any of that is inaccurate or not a complete picture,
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we'll consider it, fact check it, and make any needed changes.

I hope this is clear and calm enough.  But, appreciate when

people understand that other people, particularly survivors of

human trafficking done in the guise of private academies at

times, have good reason to be hyper-vigilant when discovering a

loved one has been recruited by such a program operating without

any licenses, qualified staff, while being endorsed by someone

part of the whole Jeffrey Epstein scandal.

So, while I appreciate that I've been somewhat hostile at times

in expressing myself, I hope if you were in my shoes you'd have

the same feelings of hostility resulting from concern that a

loved one appears to be in a cult linked to human trafficking. 

And, since I've done everything legally and above board while

expressing my discontent over the situation sometimes very

unpleasantly, I feel my position is reasonable while

understanding people possibly ignorant of their criminality or

that of their associates might find an initial hostile approach

from a more informed person off-putting.  So, I get it and hope

you do too.

All My Best,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

On 4/5/2019 7:26 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

We've updated the page on your cult/scam/etc here:

http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm this evening.  If

any corrections are in order, please feel free to provide

supporting evidence or effectively respond to the questions

provided earlier to make sure of proper editing if needed.

I doubt you are remotely legitimate in any way.  But, I remain

open to the possibility we've made an error.  The possibility

of that is so slim and probability of our being correct so
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great we're willing to give our own due diligence the benefit

of the doubt instead of your silence and see that as

reasonable.  We also understand you may not wish to self-

incriminate further.  But, you've already done that simply by

illegally operating in the first place.

If I can be of any assistance, let me know.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

On 4/4/2019 9:25 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

This is your one and only reminder to answer the questions

below before they are posted to the site with commentary

about your failure to respond and what that indicates.  You

can answer them at any time and any responses may result in

editing of the site should you respond after the deadline. 

The deadline remains 4:30pm Pacific, Friday April 5th, 2019.

If confused about anything, just ask.  But, whether or not

you were wished a "Happy April Fools Day" and believe this

is part of that, I assure you it isn't a joke even though

based on my assessment Sacred Breath Academy is and in very

bad taste too given children have died from breathwork

resulting in state bans of the practice.

Again, happy to be corrected if there's been a

misunderstanding.

My Best,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder
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Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 4/27/2019, 6:47 PM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>,

sstone@rtamerica.tv

Angela,

Now you are making inadvertent death threats in
addition to stalking and harassing both Sean and
our organization? We take this very seriously and
have already contacted the authorities. 

Our lawyer will require your full legal name, copy of
your driver's license or US passport and the name
of the alleged "student" who has "contacted" you.
Otherwise our lawyers will be getting your IP
address and information from Amazon via the
stalker packages you have been incessantly
sending Sean. We take stalking very seriously and
will pursue it to the full extent of the law if
necessary.

Also, after inquiring on your further, I have came
upon various literature that debunks your
"organization" and deeply questions your mental
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health. Once such article may be found
here: http://healonlinerevealed.com/
An excerpt: 

HEAL’s espouses opinion and untruths about

the personnel of therapeutic programs with no

proof whatsoever. No one at HEAL is a trained

therapist, psychologist or childcare expert.

They have never set foot on the campus of

nearly all of the programs they claim to have

abused their residents. Their goal is to simply

shut them all down … HEAL always assumes

the worst, even when they can find nothing

wrong with a program.

Sorry, but we do not in any way, shape or form comply

with terrorism which is what you are: a mentally

unstable terrorist. You are terrorizing our organiza�on

and many others with no grounds to do so.

We are currently having our lawyers and law
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enforcement review the thousands of emails and
mail you have sent Sean along with a false
report you made to the FBI regarding him. We
see that you have a history of mental illness
having attempted suicide as a teenager along
with the nonsensical emails you have sent in
shocking excess. Our lawyers are questioning
your sanity and advising us to process with both
legal action and a restraining order for cyber
harassment and stalking. Your incessant mail
and emails to Sean constitutes stalking and
harassment under the law and now your
subsequent harassment of and false claims
regarding my organization does so as well. You
are looking at severe legal penalties here. 

Additionally, you have obvious lies listed on your
"website" regarding our organization.

The first is that you ask "our employees" to contact
you if they have “endured mistreatment”. This is
hilarious. We don't have any employees nor did we
ever. False claim #1

Further, our website clearly states that it is for
informational purposes only and is not intended to
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diagnose, mitigate, treat or cure any disease or
condition. You suggest otherwise on your
site. False claim #2

Also, for your information, no children are allowed
to practice our form of breathwork. The child in
Colorado was practicing Rebirthing Breathwork
which is not even close to our method. Ours is very
gentle and safe. We do not allow those under 18 to
practice it. Further, the article said the child died via
suffocation from excess pillows and negligence,
not the actual breathwork, two very different things.
We do not even use pillows. To poorly extrapolate
as you are is like saying one person died in a plane
crash in one isolated event via American Airlines
so ALL airlines should be banned and grounded.
Extremely erroneous logic there.

Next, you have no credentials to conduct an
"investigation", especially via an unsecured
website chock full of false information and fear-
based assumptions. 

All of your false claims are grounds for
immediate lawsuit.
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If you cannot provide an actual student's name
that "reported" us, then this is an immediate
cease and desist notice for both Sean Stone
and Sacred Breath Academy to avoid further
legal action and a subsequent restraining
order. 

Finally, we hold genuine concern for your wellbeing
and suggest you seek mental help immediately. 

Regards,
Sacred Breath

On Sun, Apr 28, 2019 at 4:53 AM Angela at HEAL
<angela@heal-online.org> wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

We've updated the page again at
http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm.  I'd like
you to think about
why rules, standards, and laws exist and how
they've evolved since
Hammurabi and even before that by way of local
custom and social
organization.  I'd like you to consider that even in
nature there are
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Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 4/27/2019, 7:20 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>,

sstone@rtamerica.tv

BCC: scstone@gmail.com, ostone@ixtlaninc.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

HEAL has never threatened you with death.  But, we do believe you

should go to prison for fraud and the basis for that is at

h2p://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm.  I've never stalked nor

harassed Sean.  But, Prof Grace/Turtle Jewelry on youtube led me

to believe you were harassing Sean and me and that's been shared

with Sean extensively with all the evidence and he has permission

from me to share that with you as well.  I've already reported you

to the authori�es.  And, I've heard nothing from any authority and

Sean has never asked I discon�nue contact with him.  We've been

friends for nearly 2 years.  So, if he didn't want me to be in touch

with him, he'd let me know.  It's not unusual for cults to try to

control contact between their recruits and the outside world.  So,

I'm not surprised you are a2emp�ng to use in�mida�on rather

than have an honest discussion where I've already documented

everything and exercised due diligence to resolve any

misunderstanding where you have not done anything of the kind.

Your lawyer can contact me directly.  Have them e-mail me a copy

of a cease and desist le2er.  I'll send all the documenta�on to

him/her.  You can have them check our efforts at h2p://www.heal-

online.org/breathless.htm and see if you have a case or if it will be
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seen as a SLAPP suit in which case the a2orney could get

disbarred.  Your e-mail threatening such a suit is considered

harassment legally if you have not contacted an a2orney nor the

authori�es.  I provided a copy of my report the the authori�es,

where's yours?  See a2achment.  I also gave Sean an opportunity

to clear up the ma2er before involving the authori�es.

That website is run by  David Bolthouse and he's associated with

traffickers, drug dealers, and child torturers.  That truth with

evidence sited is available at: h2p://www.heal-online.org

/bolthouse.htm.  That page is our response to

healonlinerevealed.com.  So, you doubled down on suppor�ng

child traffickers while avoiding answering my ques�ons and I'm

supposed to believe you are honest and not harming Sean Stone. 

Right.

I've never made a false report to law enforcement regarding Sean

Stone.  Clearly, all of the concerns are jus�fied, sources cited, and

documented at h2p://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm. 

Someone can be kidnapped by fraud.  You are running a fraudulent

program and that was confirmed by an agent with the FBI with

whom we spoke in recent months specifically about your criminal

enterprise.

You failed to answer any of our ques�ons.  Instead, you decided to

be hos�le and accusatory without backing up your own claims. 

And, the intro on the staff list is the same on all staff lists.  We use

language such as "if you were harmed" and "may have witnessed"

so it isn't a false claim.  It's sugges�ng that based on apparent

fraud of your opera�on that other crimes may be occurring and

that anyone injured report said crimes.  There's nothing ac�onable
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nor wrong with that language.  You can put in a small disclaimer,

but, when in big print everywhere you say it does treat/prevent

everything from anxiety to cancer, your disclaimer might not

disclaim your legal liability where you have no qualifica�ons to

even claim to have an informed opinion on the results of the

"breathwork".  Since there are no legi�mate studies showing that

your "breathwork" does anything to improve or treat any mental

health or medical condi�on along with your approach to this

conversa�on with me, your second claim is bullshit and no way any

a2orney would take you seriously.

If you are concerned, answer the ques�ons.  And, you may have

just given me the evidence I need to have you arrested myself as a

direct vic�m as a result of your narcissism and unwillingness to

have an open and honest discussion based on facts without

quo�ng child traffickers as your source on HEAL being "bad guys". 

So, I love Sean Stone and his family.  I don't like seeing them be

vic�ms of fraud and abuse.  And, HEAL doesn't base who we assist

on class.  But, we're willing to look at facts and amend our site if

you have any legi�mate facts to provide rather than bullshit

harassment.  If Sean wants me to stop contac�ng him, same with

anyone else in his family, all they need do is say so directly to me. 

As for you, the same goes for you.  I exercised due diligence in

trying to get your side of things for months (some�mes through

Sean, and you directly) before publishing our concerns.  So, legally,

I'm all good but you are not.

So, if you wish for me not to contact you again, just say so.  I'll alert

all other HEAL volunteers that you are unreasonable, criminal, and

narcissis�c so there is no point trying to reason with you and we
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should just let law enforcement handle it from here.

Plus, Sean was no�fied I have PTSD and given a guide on how to

assist in the event of a trigger storm.  Such a trigger storm

happened over the last year as a result of harassment now

believed to be a2ributed to Prof Grace/Turtle Jewelry and many

other fake accounts and names that appeared to reference Sacred

Breath Academy at �mes and threats to Sean so I responded to

protect him from the perceived threat while offering him mul�ple

opportuni�es to help figure out where the threat was coming from

to deescalate the trauma response and any fears for his safety.  So,

in inves�ga�ng I learned more about Sacred Breath Academy,

concluded it was a scam/cult, and figured you were part of the

"anonymous" harassers hacking, spoofing, and targe�ng me via

e-mail and social media da�ng back to November, 2017 if talking

Turtle Jewelry and that was a direct response to my just

complimen�ng Sean once on Facebook.  I leG Facebook as a result

of that harassment and filed a complaint as well.  Sean is also

aware of all of that or had the opportunity to know it as a result of

the e-mail updates I sent to keep him in the loop and provide

ample opportunity for clarifica�on and understanding.

So, I'm reasonable and transparent.  I've fully disclosed the en�rety

of all issues involved to Sean Stone and since we are friends I

appreciate his discre�on if he hasn't shared all of it with you.  But,

if he has, dare you to use all of it against me including the shit from

child traffickers like David Bolthouse/Abundant Life Academy. 

Abundant Life Academy shut down by Mexican authori�es for

human rights viola�ons.  Abundant Life Academy shut down by

state of Utah and prosecuted in Nevada for child endangerment. 

Abundant Life Academy moved to Virginia and was shut down aGer
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Fox News reported a child was mercilessly beaten by three

program directors for not conforming.  So, go ahead and use that

as your evidence against HEAL and great job just now confirming

the type of person you are and why there is good reason to fear for

Sean's safety.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL Na�onal Coordinator/Co-Founder

(877)845-3232 xt. 801  (I RECORD ALL CALLS)

On 4/27/2019 6:47 PM, Sacred Breath wrote:

Angela,

Now you are making inadvertent death threats in
addition to stalking and harassing both Sean and
our organization? We take this very seriously
and have already contacted the authorities. 

Our lawyer will require your full legal name, copy
of your driver's license or US passport and the
name of the alleged "student" who has
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Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 4/27/2019, 8:37 PM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

This is Kaya also who emailed you the first email.�

Perfect, Sean is emailing his CEASE AND DESIST now
per your request.

You are delusional if you believe anything that you are
saying is real. Sean is sitting right next to me. He is my
boyfriend. He doesn't know you. He was incredulous just
now when I read him this email and that you actually
believe someone you are stalking is your friend. He says
you are a mentally unstable person that has been stalking
and harassing him for over a year. He has thousands of
emails of your non-sensible ramblings. Not to mention the
mail you send. Which has been reported to the police. He
has been blocking your emails for months now. I was
there when he sat it up the blocking tool while we were on
holiday. They immediately get erased. So all the energy you
spend writing them and he doesn't even see them. I do
feel for you.

His family does not know you and is no friend of yours.
They have never heard of you other than that you have
been stalking their son for over a year. His mother throws
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away the packages you send. I suggest you watch A
Beautiful Mind. It could offer some powerful insight onto
your situation. Most of what you say is false and greatly
distorted and we are immensely concerned for you.�

No student of ours contacted you (because every single
person that has gone through our program has profound
and beautiful experiences) and nothing we are doing is
"criminal". You are full of lies after lies after lies. It must
be exhausting to live this way. If you expended even half
of the energy you do writing stalker emails in tending to
your body and mental health, you would be on a much
better path. The karma you are accumulating in this life is
baffling. You are likely triggered on the deepest levels by
spiritual organizations doing real and beautiful work in the
world because it illuminates the lack of inner work you
have done on yourself.

DO NOT CONTACT US AGAIN OR THE
RESTRAINING ORDER GOES INTO EFFECT
FIRST FROM SEAN AND THEN US.�

I will be blocking you after this so there is no point in
responding.�

On Sun, Apr 28, 2019 at 9:20 AM Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-

online.org> wrote:
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Subject: Respect For Privacy/Warning/Time Limit

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 5/2/2019, 3:39 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

CC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>

BCC: scstone@gmail.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I'm attaching the outline showing all the evidence (Sean is

aware or has reason to know of all the evidence referenced) that

your message(s) to me constitute criminal harassment and were

retaliatory in nature.

In the event your e-mail account was hacked, spoofed, or appears

to have sent messages you did not authorize nor would authorize,

an apology and explanation would reasonably establish that the

harassment messages, including demand messages, cannot be

attributed to you.  However, if law enforcement searches your

computers and servers and can confirm it was you, then, any

additional misinformation won't resolve the issue.

I did submit a complaint to the Attorney General of Washington

State regarding your harassing e-mail messages or harassing

e-mail messages that are reasonably believed to have been sent

by you regardless of from which account they were generated. 

And, the Attorney General's office confirmed it was criminal

harassment based on all evidence and advised I report it to

local law enforcement because the consumer complaint division

handles business or corporate crime and not individual

harassment.  Since I've already reported your fraud to the FBI

and your messages were baseless and retaliatory, they constitute

criminal harassment and are actionable both criminally and

civilly.

I'm planning, and Sean knows or has reason to know this too, to

file said complaint with local law enforcement on Monday, May

6th, 2019 with all the evidence referenced and I have more too. 
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In the event you are not responsible for the harassment messages

(including demands) and they were a result of hacking, spoofing,

or otherwise unauthorized access to your computer, you should

make that clear before Monday, May 6th, 2019.  If you don't

apologize and make that clear, then I have no reason to believe

anything other than what I do believe which is that you are a

cult with ties to human traffickers harassing a nationally

recognized human rights advocate that exposes fraud/cults

/education scams because they happen to be friends with one of

your recruits and don't wish to see him harmed and exploited by

your garbage.

Now, the demand notices were full of misinformation and lies.

So, since Sean Stone has never lied to me before and has more

finesse with his writing, I believe you were responsible for

sending an e-mail from his account which would confirm you

control/monitor his e-mails and communications with the outside

world like a cult.

Sean has all the evidence referenced in the attached .pdf.  So,

if he fears you and that's why he withheld any information, that

just reinforces you are a Machiavellian manipulator running a

cult and that my concerns are completely justified and warranted

while your messages constitute actual criminal harassment.

So, in the event there has been a serious misunderstanding or we

are all victims of Turtle Jewelry/Prof Grace/CatpowerNow, I'm

open to having an honest discussion about it.  But, if you were

the fake Jackson Browne too, that might come up in the evidence

and will prove you gas-lighted this whole situation.

I don't like cults and scams.  This is why I run a nationally

recognized consumer watchdog and advocacy organization that

helps human trafficking victims.  I've been a friend to Sean for

years. And, it isn't unusual for cults to force recruits to

distance themselves from friends and family.  I'm very prepared

for court and to respond to law enforcement if I hear about any

alleged complaints you've filed before you hear about my

harassment complaint "officially".

If you are capable of thinking and having an honestly reasonable
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discussion, now is the time to show that capacity.  If you are a

narcissistic delusional criminal as I highly suspect with plenty

of evidence to back that up, then you might respond further

incriminating yourself showing you lack any self-discipline

whatsoever proving you are a threat to the public as a result. 

If you are simply someone misled now misleading others, then

this should help bring you back to reality so you can become

aware of the world around you that is external and has no

interest in conforming entirely to your perspective. 

Regardless, Sean Stone deserves better.

You have until 12am Pacific on Sunday, May 5th, 2019 to

apologize and explain yourself.  Otherwise, I have no reasonable

basis to believe anything other than what I currently believe as

stated and will follow through as the Attorney General said it

is something I must do, not could or should do.  If I have a

legal reason to believe by then that there was a serious

misunderstanding, then that would negate my claim.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

Attachments:

EvidenceForPoliceHarassmentComplaint.pdf 16.9 KB
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Subject: Re: Respect For Privacy/Warning/Time Limit

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 5/2/2019, 5:07 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

CC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>

BCC: scstone@gmail.com

PS  By 12am Pacific, Sunday, May 5th, 2019, I meant 12am

Pacific, Monday, May 6th, 2019.  You have until technically 12am

Pacific Monday, May 6th, 2019 to clear up any misunderstanding. 

Failing to do so will further reinforce the Attorney General's

command that I must report the crime to local law enforcement. 

See, if I have no reason to believe otherwise, you are guilty. 

Here's what I got out of one of the possibly spoofed e-mails

from you "Everything was deleted and we have all the evidence,

ask us anything and we'll say nothing to prove it".  Dishonest

people self-negate a lot.  Honest people don't.  Can you tell

the difference now?

On 5/2/2019 3:39 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I'm attaching the outline showing all the evidence (Sean is

aware or has reason to know of all the evidence referenced)

that your message(s) to me constitute criminal harassment and

were retaliatory in nature.

In the event your e-mail account was hacked, spoofed, or

appears to have sent messages you did not authorize nor would

authorize, an apology and explanation would reasonably

establish that the harassment messages, including demand

messages, cannot be attributed to you.  However, if law

enforcement searches your computers and servers and can

confirm it was you, then, any additional misinformation won't

resolve the issue.

I did submit a complaint to the Attorney General of Washington

State regarding your harassing e-mail messages or harassing
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Subject: Re: Respect For Privacy/Warning/Time Limit

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 5/3/2019, 10:28 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

CC: Sean Stone <sstone@rtamerica.tv>

BCC: scstone@gmail.com, ostone@ixtlaninc.com

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I've attached a copy of one of the pages from my discharge

papers showing I have PTSD and have never been diagnosed with

psychosis and was found to have no psychotic features nor

delusions.  And, you have no right to my personal health

information.  I'm sharing this as a courtesy and because I'm

very public about my life experiences (much of which are

discussed and found on the HEAL site and blog).  And, I can

confirm as someone with PTSD that you have no business and no

qualifications to be claiming to help anyone with PTSD in any

way.  And, since you as an unlicensed quack chose to diagnose me

without license to do so, that's going to work against you.

In the event you aren't familiar with how to write an apology,

here's my suggested text.

"Dear Angela,

I apologize and admit I was unaware and quite ignorant while

making false allegations and claims about you to you.  I was

unaware that I had no legal right to speak for Sean Stone.  I

was unaware that it was beyond what would be reasonably expected

to violate your privacy in any way.  I was unaware that you were

friends with Sean since September, 2017.  I was unaware that by

stating your messages to Sean were harassment as a statement of

fact that I was implying I had read all the e-mails and could

thereby identify the nature of their content to the extent that

would remotely warrant such an e-mail if in fact any harassment

occurred which in light of all facts I now realize never

happened.  I was unaware that by claiming all e-mails are
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blocked and/or immediately deleted I was negating the

implication made by stating to know the nature of the messages. 

I was unaware that accusing someone of multiple unsubstantiated

crimes who honestly believes I am a criminal with ample

supporting documentation/evidence and reported that to law

enforcement would be considered legally actionable and appear

retaliatory which is particularly frowned upon in the courts.  I

was unaware that there were penalties for continuing to be a

#meangirl in adulthood. And, as a result of my utter and total

lack of any awareness whatsoever, I must apologize for my

ignorance and lack of conscious awareness.

Sincerely,

Kaya Danielle Leigh aka Kaya Azure aka Sacred Breath Academy"

Now, if you don't admit you are unqualified, ignorant, unaware,

or otherwise incompetent then you admit you are a criminal.

Because, your message to me is criminal harassment and my

messages to you were due diligence on my part as an advocate for

victims of scams, fraud, cults, and institutionalized abuses

that often involve human trafficking.  That's what I've been

doing for nearly 20 years as an advocate.  And, I've been

friends with Sean but understand he's suffering undue influence

and you control his access to communicate with certain people

who are his friends just like a cult.

So, you can admit you are incompetent before Monday, May 6th,

2019 at 12am Pacific or wait to hear from law enforcement.  This

will be my last message to you without a third-party mediator.

Please make sure any attorney you consult gets all the facts so

they avoid any disciplinary action from my reporting them for

harassment too.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder
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Subject: FYI...

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 6/25/2019, 1:39 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I do not wish for this message to be shared with any third-par1es. 

The sole recipient with my consent to view/read this is Danielle

Leigh aka Sacred Breath Academy.  I understand upon receipt of

this message it becomes the property of the recipient and they can

do with it whatever they wish whether I like it or not.

Currently, Elizabeth Brumfield, Danielle Leigh, and Sean Stone are

invi1ng me to prove they commi8ed conspiracy to commit perjury,

extor1on, and harassment against myself and HEAL.  All of that can

and has already been proven, though not yet filed officially.  The

evidence is available at h8p://www.heal-online.org

/seanstoneproof.pdf.  That evidence includes the following proof of

extor1on:
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"Threats. Extor1on is based upon some type of threat. The person

making the threat must state an inten1on to commit an injury or

harmful ac1on against the vic1m. For example, under California’s

law, a person can commit extor1on by threatening to injure the

vic1m or another person, accuse the vic1m of a crime or of some

other disgraceful conduct, expose a secret, or report a person to

immigra1on. (Cal. Pen. Code, § 519.) A person can make the threat

verbally, in wri1ng, or even through non-verbal gestures or other

communica1ons. In some states, merely making a threat is enough

to qualify as a crime.

•Intent. A person commits extor1on when making a threat with

the specific inten1on of forcing someone else to provide money,

property, or something of value. However, intent is not based on

the defendant's statements alone, but rather upon the

circumstances and facts surrounding the threat. In other words, a

prosecutor can prove the accused intended to deprive the vic1m of

property without having to actually show what was going on in the

defendant's head."  Source:

h8ps://www.criminaldefenselawyer.com/crime-penal1es/federal

/Extor1on.htm  You can get up to 15 years in prison for it in

California.  And, with other likely charges including perjury,

academic/healthcare fraud, and conspiracy, looking at possible life

without parole, but, that's just my lay understanding of the law. 

You should really consult an a8orney and make sure they see all

the evidence or else your a8orney can sue you too.  See:

h8ps://www.gordonrees.com/publica1ons/2012/a8orneys-sued-

for-failure-to-disclose-rela1onship-with-arbitrator

Now, I don't plan to contact you again.  And, I don't know how big

an MRF you are, but, your delusions and denial of the laws as they

may apply against you are not going to prevent a judge from
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recognizing facts nor failure to disclose said facts where the whole

case was based on extor1on of a consumer advocate in order to

control our content in consumer advocacy under threat of baseless

legal ac1on which was then followed up with a perjuring filing

which all the evidence including the embedded message of

extor1on above shows.

I don't ever wish to meet you in person nor to associate with you in

any way.  And, if you show up in court, be prepared to answer the

following:

1.  Are you licensed and accredited?

2.  Through which regulatory bodies or accredi1ng bodies do you

hold any licensing or accredita1on?

3.  What qualifies you to provide academic and healthcare

services?

4.  When did you report to amazon?  Evidence shows no such

report was made.

5.  What lawyer did you consult before wri1ng Angela Smith and

calling her a terrorist?  Are they in the courtroom today?

6.  What legal authori1es were contacted by you or anyone else

party to this case prior to June 13th, 2019 to report Angela Smith?

Oh, you can't answer any of those effec1vely?  So, you lied in your

e-mail response to Ms. Smith and have no credibility.  Your

statements are stricken from the record. 
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7.  Did you know Elizabeth Brumfield ini1ated and ended contact

with "The HEAL Team", not Angela Smith specifically?  Did you

know Elizabeth Brumfield was never harassed by HEAL or any

representa1ve of HEAL?  Did you know in context that Brumfield's

messages with all the rest suggest Brumfield to have been

harassing, mocking, and bullying HEAL?  See h8p://www.heal-

online.org/seanstoneproof.pdf for the full exchange between The

HEAL Team and Elizabeth Brumfield.

8.  Did you know Sean Stone was very friendly and flirty with

Angela Smith for about a year online and by mail?  The evidence of

that is also at h8p://www.heal-online.org/seanstoneproof.pdf? 

Angela's response which will be filed by 7/12/19 at the latest,

7/1/19 at the earliest, proves that. 

Perjury is a felony and Sean's filing was done under penalty of

perjury.  That comes with a 4 year sentence at worst.  So, if found

guilty of conspiracy and all the other charges (which the evidence

overwhelming supports said charges) you'll all go to prison for

maybe 20+ years and when you get out rules of parole will prevent

your con1nued associa1on.

So, while I'm not comfortable and very angry, I really don't want to

see Sean go to prison even if he's willing to go down with your

bullshit ship.  But, if given no choice but to prove all of it on

7/17/19 in front of a judge who will have to report it properly and

officially while likely ruling immediately regarding perjury, then I

show up and do that.  So, I s1ll see you as very evil because a life

coach who loves their clients wouldn't exploit their ignorance nor

put them in a posi1on to self-sabotage to this extent.  And, there's

nothing heroic about commiPng extor1on, perjury, conspiracy to
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commit academic/healthcare fraud, among other poten1al

charges.  So, whatever fantasy land you all think you live in, you are

in for a very rude awakening since your eli1st bullshit in knowing

I'm poor with no steady income living with my mother which you

are hoping will result in a no-show and default ruling in your favor

shows you don't know me at all nor how resourceful I can be.

This message is intended to assist you with preparing for the worst

while you consider your op1ons.  Clearly you know HEAL exposes

academic/healthcare fraud/human traffickers.  And, you used one

of their an1-HEAL sites (right, free speech is for all US ci1zens, not

just those with whom you agree, dissent and sharing public

opinions about goods, services, and more is all protected speech)

showing you know or should know that free speech or the First

Amendment applies to everyone and that HEAL has the right to

expose and write about academic/healthcare fraud/human

traffickers and we've been doing that for nearly 20 years.  Our

Alabama Coordinator is a re1red police captain who was featured

on ABC's 20/20 about his work shuPng down Restora1on Youth

Academy.  You can learn all about that at h8p://www.heal-

online.org/rya.htm. 

So, while included in the evidence at h8p://www.heal-online.org

/seanstoneproof.pdf are e-mails invi1ng Sean Stone to contribute

content, e-mails invi1ng Elizabeth Brumfield to submit her own

statement to be posted on the site next to her name, and a good

faith effort to edit some of the content at h8p://www.heal-

online.org/breathless.htm where we removed the e-mail exchange

between you and I and reference to Holotropic Breathwork among

other things solely as a courtesy and to show willingness to be

reasonable, as well as an e-mail to you asking about your licensing,
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accredita1on, and qualifica1ons to which you replied calling a

na1onally recognized consumer advocate a "terrorist", is all going

to come out in court unless I'm no1fied that I don't need to

schedule an unplanned trip because the issue has ceased to exist.

Now, I've a8ached proof of my limited social death that I shared

with a few people.  And, that's signed under penalty of perjury. 

And, I didn't receive no1ce by the deadline of acceptance of my

limited social death.  So, I guess you all want me alive and well and

in court on 7/17/19 ready to send you to prison.  I have tried to be

reasonable and as friendly as possible while being kept in the dark

on facts that if disclosed or wishes if expressed directly would've

resolved this without such confusion and animosity.  So, all of this

just reinforces my posi1on that Sacred Breath Academy belongs on

the HEAL watch-list for academic/healthcare fraud.  And, if I were

you I'd want my name and reference to me and my organiza1on

removed pronto from that public filing by Sean Stone.  I'd demand

Elizabeth Brumfield's name be removed.  But, if not, I'll see you all

on 7/17/19 at 8:30am and look forward to destroying you in court

because by then, I'll be so outraged that my grief over losing a

friend will be unno1ceable as my focus and facts send people

who've been trying to destroy my credibility and peace of mind

where they all belong.

That's how I see it.  That's how lawyers see it.  And, I've been very

nice and reasonable.  So, my offers remain to contribute limited

content to the HEAL site or informa1on showing I'm in error on

facts related to your licensing, qualifica1ons, and accredita1on

even though the Na1onal Cancer Ins1tute of the Na1onal Ins1tute

of Health confirms you engage in misleading marke1ng/fraud and

should be reported to the Federal Trade Commission.  And, if I'm
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found to be in error on facts, I'll make correc1ons and apologize as

I've offered to do since my first e-mail to you which will also be in

the evidence and is provided at h8p://www.heal-online.org

/seanstoneproof.pdf now.

The program isn't coming off our watch-list un1l it moves here:

h8p://www.beyondbusiness.net/youarenext.htm.  But, it arguably

could and would have been removed if you were able to prove

your legi1macy whatsoever rather than use coercion and

in1mida1on to silence cri1cs and dissent as a totalitarian

oppressor running a cult/scam/etc.  I understand you may have

been misled by someone special too and maybe they didn't

disclose to you the truth because they liked seeing your outrage

and defense or jealousy.  But, regardless, I'm not impressed and as

the actual vic1m in this situa1on, I'm going to be exonerated one

way or the other as is my advocacy network.  Whether that costs

you prison 1me and a huge se8lement on any subsequent lawsuit I

might file, is really up to you.  I'm happy to keep doing my job

exposing academic fraud, healthcare fraud, and human traffickers

without paying more a8en1on to you than to the others on our

watch-list.  But, I understand you may be developmentally disabled

and delusional with an inability to consider all facts and

understand the difference between truth and fic1on.  So, consider

this last e-mail my giving you the benefit of the doubt. 

My dog is old and ill.  If she dies while I'm handling this in Los

Angeles, I'll know even if my Mom doesn't say it.  If I call and say

"How is Gypsy doing?"  And, she pauses and says "Fine.  Tell me

what's going on in LA."  I'll know my dog isn't fine.  I'll know by the

tone and other indicators.  One is whenever I go away Gypsy howls

if she knows I'm on the phone.  She howls the whole 1me calling
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me home.  Some1mes I howl back.  So, if I go to LA and I call to

check on my dog and there is no howling then I'll know.  And, I

specifically said I didn't want to leave or go on any trips to Sean

Stone un1l aSer my dog is dead because I don't want to leave her

at the end of her life and take the chance I won't be here for her

when she goes.  So, all I have to do is think of that and I start

crying.  The tears are real.  And, if it happens, I can't imagine when

the whole story comes out anyone who did this to me will look

remotely human to anyone with a soul.

Happy to see you in court though if that's what everyone really

wants and you all assume the risk.

Best Wishes,

Angela Smith

HEAL Na1onal Coordinator/Co-Founder

Attachments:

IMG_20190622_0001.pdf 27 bytes
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Subject: Re: FYI...

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 6/25/2019, 4:26 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

I do not wish for this message to be shared with any third-par2es. 

The sole recipient with my consent to view/read this is Danielle

Leigh aka Sacred Breath Academy.  I understand upon receipt of

this message it becomes the property of the recipient and they can

do with it whatever they wish whether I like it or not.

Should you choose to share it with Elizabeth Brumfield, that's your

business. 

A9ached are the interrogatories I and my representa2on are

prepared to ask in court on 7/17/19 with all the evidence provided

at h9p://www.heal-online.org/seanstoneproof.pdf and addi2onal

video evidence to be submi9ed at the hearing as referenced.

My Final Transmission Un2l We Meet In Court Unless That

Becomes Unnecessary,

Angela Smith

On 6/25/2019 1:39 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,
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Subject: Important

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 6/25/2019, 6:14 PM

To: undisclosed-recipients: ;

BCC: angela@heal-online.org, Sacred Breath

<oursacredbreath@gmail.com>, ostone@ixtlaninc.com, Lee Camp

<lcamp@rtamerica.tv>, tventura@rtamerica.tv,

twallace@rtamerica.tv, California <california@heal-online.org>

Dear Bcc'd Folks,

I do not wish for this message to be shared with any third-par6es. 

The sole intended recipients are undisclosed but specifically

exclude Sean Stone.  Here's my side:

A9er losing many of my closest friends, some believed to be lost as

a result of foul play of those on the HEAL watch-list, I became very

grief-stricken and a bit more cau6ous given there was a previous

a:empt on my life too where I was poisoned with strychnine as

covered in "Ac6vism 101" which is available at h:p://www.heal-

online.org/ac6vism101.pdf. 

In September, 2017 I reached out to media personali6es including

Sean Stone regarding publica6on of "Ac6vism 101".  Sean Stone

said he'd read it and would be happy to do so.  I chose Sean

because of his own work exposing cults, human trafficking, and

reportedly being a vic6m of similar types of harassment to that

which I and other HEAL volunteers experience.  So, I thought he'd

understand and being already targeted per his own statements on

Alex Jones, wouldn't be put in greater danger as a result of our
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connec6on.

In November, 2017 I posted one compliment on Sean Stone's

Facebook and was harassed by Turtle Jewelry (whomever that is)

a9er doing so.  I stopped going on Facebook regularly a9er that

harassment began.  In autumn of 2018, my Facebook had been

compromised/hacked and I deleted it.  I have some screenshots,

but, some6mes my screenshot op6on is disabled when I'm being

hacked or whatever goes on.  I told Sean he should block and

report Turtle Jewelry since the harassment was on his page.

From September, 2017-August, 2018 Sean Stone and I developed a

friendship or that was my reasonable understanding based on our

exchanges throughout that period.

Sean started promo6ng Sacred Breath Academy on Facebook (see

a:ached) and given my work as a consumer advocate as well as

someone who lives with trauma6c stress/anxiety I decided to look

into it considering enrolling to help with my own trauma if it was

legit.  As I began inves6ga6ng, I no6ced it wasn't legit at all.  The

ample evidence of that with sources cited is at h:p://www.heal-

online.org/breathless.htm.  And, that's how it ended up on the

HEAL watch-list.  Sean con6nued to promote it for months while

apparently isola6ng and not addressing my concerns about it since

it posed an unreasonable risk of legal liability to him and possibly

RT for him to con6nue promo6ng it.  I suggested he consult an

a:orney because Dr. Phil McGraw has been repeatedly sued as a

co-defendant for recommending programs on the HEAL watch-list

who engage in academic/healthcare fraud.  So, I no6fied those in

Sean's greater network of friends, family, and work associates

regarding the moun6ng evidence of criminality. 
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I've hidden to video files on the HEAL site at h:p://www.heal-

online.org/SeanStoneVideo1.mp4 and h:p://www.heal-online.org

/SeanStoneVideo2.mp4.  The first is a joke PSA I created and sent

to Sean that I said I would post to the HEAL youtube but chose not

to do so.  It shows Sean promo6ng Sacred Breath Academy and

claiming "everyone steals" in a segment called "The End of Vic6m

Mentality".  I'm not kidding.  The second video is the #MeToo

segment from "Watching The Hawks" showing Sean vehemently

sta6ng that excessive texts or e-mails are defini6vely not

harassment as a ma:er of law.  Again, Sean Stone never told me to

discon6nue contact with him and even invited me to con6nue

contact if and only if I stop my consumer advocacy campaign

exposing the fraud at Sacred Breath Academy.  Evidence provided

below:
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So, addi6onal evidence that I had no reason to believe contact

from me was no longer welcome is available at h:p://www.heal-

online.org/seanstoneproof.pdf.  And, I believe the evidence

thoroughly discredits Sean's complaint referenced at that link.

And, I'd prefer not to be the one to send anyone I love to prison

even if the law thinks they deserve to be there.  But, I'm going to

defend myself in court unless that defense is no longer warranted

because proof someone came to their senses is provided to me

that I can share with my a:orney. 

But, I want to protect most, if not all, of you receiving this message

by giving you the benefit of being fully informed on the facts.  And,

while I understand intellectual dishonesty in saying how you can

misconstrue things out of context to argue a bullshit posi6on may

be what delusional narcissists think will work in court, I know the

courts well enough to know my side will be fully considered in

context and that it looks really bad for those on the opposing side.

So, do with this informa6on what you will and understand my

a:orney has been asked to file my response with all evidence,

a:achment 11, and the video proof provided to you by way of link

in this e-mail by 7/1/19 and no later than 7/12/19 unless there

appears to be no reason for me to officially respond.  And, I fear

once filed there may be summary judgment dismissal and a call to

arrest the truly guilty par6es who were all named in the filing I'm

responding to or to which my a:orney will respond.  So, I don't like

this and understand some6mes people do foolish things, including

me, but, I'd never be as foolish as the party who filed a knowingly

false complaint under penalty of perjury. 
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I'd be foolish enough to send this e-mail in hopes to establish

peace of some sort rather than force me to send anyone I love to

prison by simply telling the truth to respond to a false claim they

made in court. 

And, I told Sean about Prof Grace on Youtube and her shit.  And, he

reported her channel and it is now gone.  So, it's not like I'm

unbelievable.  But, someone else looks to be.  And, I'm sure the

courts will agree.  Perjury is a big "no no" in court and can come

with a 4 year prison sentence.  It's a felony.  Just that one.  A

felony.

So, sit with this and know I honestly did all I could and I don't

deserve this. 

Sincerely,

Angela Smith

HEAL Na6onal Coordinator/Co-Founder

Screenshot (501).png
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Subject: Updates

From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 7/11/2019, 11:29 AM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>, california@heal-

online.org

Dear Angela,�

This is Kaya. I’m sorry if my first e-mail response to you
felt charged, as I was very upset. In a way a mother would
protect her child from false attacks, I also felt the need to
protect my brain and “heart”-child from completely
ludicrous accusations, because it is my life’s work. Further,
I didn’t think such statements even warranted a response
until your suggestions became simply incredulous. But
since I now see you are completely relentless, I will
address your questions below.�

Sacred Breath Academy is something I have birthed over
years of personal sacrifice and hard work. I have further
been applying breathwork for over a decade with the most
phenomenal results. It has truly changed my life and the
lives of thousands in the most beautiful ways. All you have
to do is go to the “testimonials” tab on my website to read
though the many many lives it has impacted and
transformed for the better. So, can you understand the
basic logic here? Simple fact: Everyone that has
experienced our format only has truly wonderful things to
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say about SBA. Then: One person (Angela Smith) begins
attacking SBA because she is in love with the founder’s
boyfriend but can’t find one shred of evidence to back her
ludicrous claims. It’s not rocket science. Pretty cut and dry.

Perhaps you don’t know much about breathwork, but like
yoga, reiki, tai chi,�meditation�and other healing practices,
there is no requisite license to practice. And even though I
have a business degree from a highly ranked university,
there is no business license needed for an�online�academy.
In fact, if you look up the history of the word ‘Academy’,
it dates back to Plato’s school intended to teach people
with a common purpose and association, long before any
institutions were established to control the dissemination
of knowledge.�

Angela, I do not think that you are a bad person. I feel
greatly for your suffering from such severe PTSD and
how it may influence your perception or the way you
navigate daily life- not even being able to leave your house
to go into the police station because it’s so severe. I can’t
even imagine!� If we met under different circumstances,
we might even agree on a lot of the ills facing our society.
I even appreciated your Gibran quotation I saw you cite
once, as it as a personal favorite. However, it hurts my
heart that you would make up such outlandish lies about
me because of your infatuation with Sean. Even making
up a fake rape incident and attempting to blackmail a
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student!!! These are very serious charges, Angela. Further,
associating people like Deepak Chopra to rape, and
playing the game of six degrees of separation, is not how
things work in reality. And also, making up lies to the FBI
that I gave you malware!? That is just the most absurd and
self-involved thing I have ever heard. Hun, no one knows
who you are. Sean only knows you from your emails. I am
so curious why you think otherwise.

Then you accuse me of being a “cult." The word cult is
defined as “a system of religious veneration and devotion
directed toward a particular figure or object.” I have no
brick and mortar institution, no employees, and no
followers. You even accuse Sean of being a member of
Sacred Breath Academy, yet�he has never gone through
our program.�Sean has no affiliation with SBA other than
it is connected to his girlfriend. It’s that simple.

It seems to me that you are taking many threads of
information out of context, and weaving them into a vast
conspiracy. I challenge you to step back and look at the
big picture. Sean, as my boyfriend, encourages my work by
promoting my business, as a sign of companionship and
love. Do you understand? Please let that�sink in.

So, let me help you further understand how you have
woven an elaborate conspiracy.
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You have a romantic infatuation with Sean-
You see he has a girlfriend-
What is your only power in this situation?
Attempt to attack his girlfriend...
How does that play out?
You already have an agenda and outlet to attack religious
and spiritual organization esp per trauma you endured as a
teenager (and may have never fully resolved in yourself,
and I do feel for you here)-
So for you, your directive has been to attack organizations
under the religious or spiritual umbrella because of what
you have been through. I can’t speak to which are actually
valid and which are not. But if it’s anything like our
instance, it’s completely unfounded.�

I’ll walk you through some more facts:

One doesn’t need a license to operate under the
wellness/spiritual arts umbrella. Simply reference the
thousands of tai chi, meditation and breathwork
schools operating as we speak.
Further, all our website did was reference doctors
and PhD’s on the role of�oxygen�in maintaining
optimal health.�We in NO WAY made any medical
claims or correlations. In fact, our disclaimer
says the following:�

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
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Spiritual and�emotional�work,�breathwork, yoga,
meditation and any other form of alternative
healing should not be construed as a substitute
for direct medical advice from your doctor or
other qualified clinician, medical or psychiatric
examination, diagnosis or treatment. Anyone
interested in breathwork is also responsible for
seeking the specific medical or psychiatric
attention they need, should they need it.

The information and content available on this
web site is intended for informational purposes
only. It is not intended to diagnose, mitigate,
treat or cure any disease or condition.
Individuals should consult a qualified health
care provider for medical advice. The user
assumes all responsibility and risk for the use of
the information on this web site.�

SACRED BREATH ACADEMY DISCLAIMS
ALL RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY
FOR ANY INFORMATION, PRACTICES, OR
SERVICES OBTAINED BASED ON
VIEWING THE CONTENT OF THIS SITE.
THE CONTENT INCLUDED HEREIN HAS
NOT BEEN EVALUATED OR APPROVED
BY THE FDA.
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So you can stop purporting all of your cancer
nonsense now. You have taken this way out of hand,
Angela.

Sean is simply my (Kaya’s) boyfriend. He in no way
“went through my program”. We were in a
relationship long before he knew any details about
my work. We have liked each other for over 5 years,
actually. We have been in a relationship over 8
months now and love each other dearly. Again, he
only promoted me out of love and care. Is this too
much for you to swallow? There are so many photos
of us as a couple in love all over the internet and
social media. Can’t you just be happy for us? If you
care for Sean so much, doesn’t it warm your heart to
know he is happy?
Our TM doesn’t show up because it is still pending.
We only recently applied for it.
Daniel and Valerie Holden are whomever had my cell
phone before me. I get calls for them all the time.
Happy to send you a screen grab where someone is
texting for Valerie and I tell them it’s the wrong
number/previous owner.
In the Native American tradition which I am from, it
is common for an elder to give you a
nickname/spiritual name as a rite of passage into
adulthood. That is where “Kaya” originates. It is in
no way a fake name- it’s a name I hold quite dear
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actually.
You attempted to blackmail a student, EJ (which we
have on record) who only had positive things to say
about us. SERIOUS CHARGE
And you are now trying to make up a fake rape
correlation. ALSO SERIOUS AND COMPLETELY
OUT OF LINE
And I have nothing to do with North Carolina other
than we held a retreat there. Sean and I reside in a
different state.�
And Aeleo is not my husband nor have I ever gone
by Kaya Azure. He is just a dear friend.

I am not and have never targeted you nor seen you as a
threat. I literally�had no idea who you were until you�first
emailed me, and Sean said you were someone
cyber�“bombarding" him for�almost a year. Perhaps if you
didn’t bombard people with e-mails, wild accusations,
unfounded claims and excessive stream-of-thought
communication, Sean would have continued to reply to
you as a ‘fan’ of his. Instead, if you look at the history,
Sean stopped responding to you before I even began
dating him.�

I really hope you can see this as an offering of peace. But
if you do still see me as a leader of something
dangerous,�here is a list of other Breathwork schools, none
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of which need a medical or psychiatric background or
license to conduct.

List of Other Breathwork Schools:

https://www.breathbliss.com

https://rebirthingbreathwork.com

http://shamanicbreathwork.org/home/founders/

https://www.biodynamicbreath.com

https://alchemyofbreath.com

https://claritybreathwork.com

http://www.transformationalbreath.com

Do you intend to investigate all of these, or is this really
just an attack on me because you are jealous that I’m in a
relationship with Sean? I'm sorry if you feel that way, but
this is the�simple�reality. You pride yourself on being fair
and just, so unless you want to “investigate” and list all of
these other Breathwork schools + the many more I have
not included, you can’t list us on your website or single us
out. If your problem is truly with�breathwork, you would
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have to address all of them.

One other thing- so you don’t keep wasting your time.
You are not emailing Oliver. He has never seen one of
your emails or heard of you. Your emails go straight to his
assistant, get forwarded to our attorney for our upcoming
court date and then deleted. Just so you know.�

Also, I insist that you�update this letter to your website,
otherwise you are listing information that is not�accurate.

Sincerely,
Kaya
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 3:08 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>,

california@heal-online.org

CC: ostone@ixtlaninc.com

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

Dear Danielle,

Your message below cons1tutes con1nued harassment of me and

HEAL.  I look forward to seeing you in court.  And, you didn't cite

your sources and offered just your word which I can't accept

because of how much dishonesty is involved and the fact the

Na1onal Cancer Ins1tute and TESS already confirmed you are a

fraud.  You have lied about nearly everything in your response and

we don't post misinforma1on.  The offer is for Sean to write a

guest blog ar1cle and interview you with the caveat that I would

add any commentary without removing any of that made by Sean

or you and cite my sources.  I'll be adding your message to my

evidence against you.  Did you know that by con1nuing contact

with me and speaking on behalf of Sean and Oliver again, you've

now implicated Oliver?  You have never given me the name of your

lawyer and if you had one, then they would have advised you not

so send the e-mail below and let them handle any further

communica1ons.

So, you just reveal yourself for the lying piece of trash and

delusional fraud you are with every word you write.  And, I have no

reason to believe anything you say because you cite unreliable
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sources (self-promo1ng and mutual promo1ng frauds with no

evidence suppor1ng your claims other than frauds who deceive for

cash which is what you do).  My cri1cism of you is totally

warranted.  You didn't provide any evidence you are licensed,

accredited, or qualified, in fact just the opposite which you

con1nually reinforce all the 1me with every thing you say and do

and you are the one most likely to be 5150'd if you show up to

court at all on the 17th. 

I suggest the lawyer review all the facts including police reports

and more submiCed or shared with Oliver.  Failure to disclose all

facts to your aCorney (including everything I say, write, post, or

share while ci1ng my sources) may result in your aCorney suing

you.  And, filing any suit against me and HEAL amounts to a SLAPP

suit which is not allowed in CA and the aCorney could be

disbarred. 

So, you can go to hell or do the right thing.  But, since you are so

stupid to not know the difference between truth and fic1on or so

evil to just sell lies for cash and demand everyone believe your

bullshit and pay you for it, I'm happy to enlighten the court and

you should really do your research before saying anything at all. 

And, that means maybe going to a real university where you learn

how to think cri1cally, review and cross reference sources, test

reliability of source informa1on, and then report your findings or

use the informa1on you find most reliable where there is enough

consensus a court would remotely find it to represent fact on any

level.  I think police call logs, a statement from re1red police

captain Charles Kennedy (also HEAL Alabama Coordinator), the fact

that you/Sean submiCed info showing I was assis1ng the FBI on

another case when I asked the agent I was assis1ng to see if Sean
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was okay because clearly he'd been kidnapped by fraud which has

since been confirmed repeatedly, and Res Ipsa Loquitur bitch.  You

say find "Our Sacred Breath" on Skype on your own website. 

When you do that you get "Kaya Azure".  Is "Kaya Azure" someone

other than you?  Because, when you told Kayla Richards to contact

you on Skype, you gave oursacredbreath as the handle and the

name that appears is "Kaya Azure" and that's in the evidence too.

You should review all evidence at hCp://www.heal-online.org

/breathless.htm and that includes all linked documents.  I suggest

reading through pages 29-316 at hCp://www.heal-online.org

/seanstoneproof.pdf, hCp://www.heal-online.org/poten1alfiles.pdf

(24 pages total proving you harassed me and then recruited Sean

to support that harassment rather than tell the truth), and

hCp://www.heal-online.org, and hCp://www.heal-online.org

/apologyrequests.pdf for a reminder on how to write a proper

apology.  So, your message below is just more evidence for me to

show an ongoing paCern of harassment where my blog was

accessed through unauthorized access between 7/7/19 and

7/10/19 and I've got a message to get the IPs on that as well. 

Because, the only one who could've legally done it was Oliver

Stone at the moment.  If Sean did it, then he made contact with

me through my blog and that negates any court orders.  If Oliver

did it, it was excessive and he removed 28 ar1cles where only

maybe 10 men1on "Stone" and/or "Sacred".  So, that was clearly

no1ceable and I restored all of it and changed the password.  But,

if it turns out it was your IP and you again accessed my plaKorms,

computer, systems, or the like, then that too will be introduced and

I'll be happy to shut you down next Wednesday in court at the

hearing.  The law's not going to recognize your unlicensed bullshit. 

And, clearly that's all you care about based on your message
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below.

If you were intelligent, you wouldn't contact me again and certainly

not with the emo1onally charged and s1ll very emo1onally

manipula1ve language.  You'd be reasonable and understand what

facts are and have read through all the evidence I've provided and

provided reliably sourced responses showing where I'm in error or

misunderstood something I've read or researched.  You can't do

that.  Is it because you are an MRF or just a cunt?  I don't know. 

The court will have to decide whether you are permanently

developmentally disabled and require supervised care as a result

of your inability to separate fact from fic1on or a criminal mind. 

OLen it is a combo which is why there is such debate as to

whether treatment or prison.  But, treatment means you never get

out in many cases and therefore is beCer for "slavery" or "forced

labor" where they call it "work therapy".  And, prison, everyone

gets a second chance if they make it out to live without being

forcibly segregated with a few excep1ons like child

rapists/rapists/sex offenders.  That's because once on a registry

you can't live near certain places and some landlords refuse to rent

or can't rent to such persons because they rent to people with

children.  And, of course, death row and some inmates just never

get out because of their severe sentences.

I'm not impressed with you at all.  And, you don't scare me and I'm

not afraid of any aCorney who doesn't have the courage to

represent his/her clients to the point they actually represent their

clients and advise their clients not to contact the opposing party

un1l aLer the hearing or any court date, par1cularly where there

are any court orders.
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So, you do piss me off as does your en1re industry because you are

all in bed with human traffickers and meet all the signs of a cult. 

But, since you are either horribly ignorant, willfully blind, an evil

manipula1ve cunt, or some blend of that, I don't care to associate

with you and do hope the Stones are free from you disgus1ng

influence as soon as humanly possible.  But, some people like

things dirty, dishonest, and even raunchier than I prefer, so, maybe

that's why they s1ll let you hang around at all.  But, no way you

hold anyone's interest.  You certainly aren't interes1ng enough and

just like all the other scammers/cults/etc on the HEAL watch-list,

except they are more polite and actually I don't mind having e-mail

conversa1ons with them when they iden1fy themselves.  That's

the difference.  This reply along with your stupid e-mail below will

go up, sa1sfied?

Best Wishes,

Angela

On 7/11/2019 11:29 AM, Sacred Breath wrote:

Dear Angela,�

This is Kaya. I’m sorry if my first e-mail response to
you felt charged, as I was very upset. In a way a mother
would protect her child from false attacks, I also felt the
need to protect my brain and “heart”-child from
completely ludicrous accusations, because it is my life’s
work. Further, I didn’t think such statements even
warranted a response until your suggestions became
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 3:26 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>,

california@heal-online.org

CC: ostone@ixtlaninc.com

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

PS  You can now find the e-mail below, whole exchange there

directly at h2p://www.heal-online.org/dkharassment.pdf, and that

link has been added to two places on the page at h2p://www.heal-

online.org/breathless.htm and will be tweeted out shortly.  If you

think a private e-mail exchange to discuss facts reasonably is

upse6ng, then you should really avoid court situa7ons because my

reliably sourced facts from police, law enforcement, and the NIH

trump your bullshit.  And, I'm not worried.  But, I'm angry someone

who lies about caring about Sean would involve him in a criminal

enterprise, coerce him to perjure himself, and then assume willful

blindness will get everyone out of trouble in the event the court

sees through your bullshit too.  You clearly haven't studied the

law.  I did.  I passed the California State Bar First Year Law Student's

Exam aka Baby Bar covering Cons7tu7onal Law, Contracts, Torts,

and Criminal Law.  You've put a family I care deeply about in

serious legal jeopardy and in a posi7on where I have to be very

crea7ve or just say #WhatCheneySaid to anyone not directly and

expressly on my side/HEAL's side/the vic7m's side/etc...  So, I've

been as fair as possible and more so and you can review the facts

and evidence or not.  But, if you are too stupid to comprehend

academic level discourse, you sure as shit have no business
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running anything calling it an "academy".  That's a fact.  You want

to stay stupid or can't learn, that's your lifestyle choice.  Don't

expect anyone else to join you.

On 7/11/2019 3:08 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Danielle,

Your message below cons7tutes con7nued harassment of me

and HEAL.  I look forward to seeing you in court.  And, you didn't

cite your sources and offered just your word which I can't accept

because of how much dishonesty is involved and the fact the

Na7onal Cancer Ins7tute and TESS already confirmed you are a

fraud.  You have lied about nearly everything in your response

and we don't post misinforma7on.  The offer is for Sean to write

a guest blog ar7cle and interview you with the caveat that I

would add any commentary without removing any of that made

by Sean or you and cite my sources.  I'll be adding your message

to my evidence against you.  Did you know that by con7nuing

contact with me and speaking on behalf of Sean and Oliver

again, you've now implicated Oliver?  You have never given me

the name of your lawyer and if you had one, then they would

have advised you not so send the e-mail below and let them

handle any further communica7ons.

So, you just reveal yourself for the lying piece of trash and

delusional fraud you are with every word you write.  And, I have

no reason to believe anything you say because you cite

unreliable sources (self-promo7ng and mutual promo7ng frauds

with no evidence suppor7ng your claims other than frauds who

deceive for cash which is what you do).  My cri7cism of you is
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 4:56 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>,

california@heal-online.org

CC: ostone@ixtlaninc.com

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

PPS  I e-mailed Elizabeth Brumfield to let her know her name was

included as a complainant and that if you were remotely qualified

to provide any health or mental health benefits then you'd be

licensed and your submi8ng an e-mail with one of your

pa9ents/clients in an unsealed public record cons9tuted a viola9on

of HIPAA which you would know if remotely qualified to offer

services you claim to offer while disclaiming all of it at the same

9me discredi9ng the veracity of any claim or statement you might

make thereby resul9ng in your not being believable at all on any

ma;er.  The fact that you lie and have lied repeatedly to me and

about me as well as your own "business" just proves I'm right and

reinforces my posi9on.  In addi9on, if Brumfield's name is s9ll on

the complaint, I can sue her as a co-defendant for libel and

harassment.  Brumfield ini9ated the exchange with HEAL, not the

other way around.  So, in no way did I nor anyone at HEAL harass

her or stalk her as is stated in the complaint.  I never threatened

anyone at SBA with violence nor does my doing consumer

advocacy work sugges9ng vic9ms of fraud report it to the proper

regulatory and law enforcement bodies amount to a call to

violence of any sort.  So, given your lack of credibility, the fact that

you used child traffickers who lie and also some of whom have
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been arrested for torturing children to back up your lies about

me/HEAL (including re9red police captain Charles Kennedy as HEAL

Alabama who helped shut down Restora9on Youth Academy, a

faith-based, unlicensed, diploma mill trafficking and torturing

children in Alabama), and you also used a former HEAL volunteer's

post who was dismissed from HEAL for unethical behavior like

trying to use HEAL to get subjects for a scien9fic study on MDMA

without revealing that was her reason for joining or trying to

access our members/supporters, you have already lost in court and

just don't know it yet.  But, a lawyer or even 2nd year law student

would know it because it is so fucking obvious only an idiot would

fail to see it and only a criminal would deny it.  Criminals aren't

usually so stupid as to turn themselves in by using abuse of process

to harass their vic9ms and summon them to court though.  UHS,

Inc is licensed and accredited though s9ll fraudulent and gets fined

oFen for that.  But, they at least do the paperwork and actually

consult lawyers or have them on retainer.  Clearly, you just double-

down on idiocy every chance you get, and, that's sad.  But,

whether the court deems you delusional and insane and in need of

treatment or criminal and in need of correc9on, either way, I win. 

And, if Sean is hurt by this, I'll enjoy any reports about what is

happening to you that may result in PTSD so you can learn to

empathize with people who live with trauma rather than trigger it

constantly and fraudulently claim you can heal trauma.  You are a

total fraud.

On 7/11/2019 3:26 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

PS  You can now find the e-mail below, whole exchange there

directly at h;p://www.heal-online.org/dkharassment.pdf, and
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 5:11 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>,

california@heal-online.org

CC: ostone@ixtlaninc.com

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

PPPS  Sean started promo-ng Sacred Breath Academy as early as

8/30/18.  He did a video where he says his new spiritual thing he

does for himself is breathwork through Sacred Breath Academy. 

The video of that is at h5p://www.heal-online.org

/SeanStoneVideo1.mp4.  So, that means if you've only been

together for 8 months (since 11/10/18 or so), then he was

promo-ng Sacred Breath Academy at least 3-4 months prior and

sta-ng in public videos that he works the program.  So, you've

done a number of videos with him where you've been

manipula-ng him too or had him in a trance-like state offering

period prayers because you don't understand your own biology or

that you need to eat enough calories to sustain your body/energy

and also enough iron before and during your period especially to

make sure you don't get overly fa-gued or frustrated due to low

iron or low blood sugar.  I'm not a doctor, but, if you ask one they'll

say that's true.  So, you constantly self-negate because you lie all

the -me and it is really just really annoying and like a total waste of

-me to read what you write or listen to you at all because there's

nothing worth listening to or reading once anyone paying a5en-on

realizes you negate or disclaim everything you say or available facts

do that for you.  You have no credibility whatsoever and that's why
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when you have a Hitler meltdown because your emo-onal

manipula-on doesn't work in court and you can't interrupt without

being removed for disorderly conduct when people present

informa-on that you would rather not be considered, I'll wonder,

"Is she going to be 5150'd or just taken straight to jail?"  And, that

ques-on will likely be answered Wednesday.  If Sean is also hurt, I

did everything I could to help him get away from your criminal shit

and I hope the court understands he's been unduly influenced by

your cult leadership.  Otherwise, it's not looking good for any of

you.  And, if you don't stop speaking for Oliver Stone, I'm guessing

he'll speak for himself.  But, you have no right to use any member

of the Stone family to try to bolster your own image, in-midate,

coerce, or threaten me in any way.  And, I already swore I'd say

only nice things about Oliver and Sean in court.  And, that's my

plan s-ll, though, Sean's own words or words you put in his mouth

may work against him.  That's not my issue.

On 7/11/2019 4:56 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

PPS  I e-mailed Elizabeth Brumfield to let her know her name

was included as a complainant and that if you were remotely

qualified to provide any health or mental health benefits then

you'd be licensed and your submiHng an e-mail with one of

your pa-ents/clients in an unsealed public record cons-tuted a

viola-on of HIPAA which you would know if remotely qualified

to offer services you claim to offer while disclaiming all of it at

the same -me discredi-ng the veracity of any claim or

statement you might make thereby resul-ng in your not being

believable at all on any ma5er.  The fact that you lie and have

lied repeatedly to me and about me as well as your own
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 7:39 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>,

california@heal-online.org

CC: ostone@ixtlaninc.com

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

PPPPS  Also, because I know you take things out of context and will

say to your stupid manipula1ve self "Angela said I don't cite my

sources and then said my cited sources were bad or unreliable so

she contradicted herself", allow me to clarify.  You've not provided

proof you are licensed, accredited, or qualified.  You claim a lot,

but, don't provide cited sources of your legi1macy to operate any

business whatsoever let alone the one you claim to be opera1ng. 

So, where I said you don't cite your sources, I'm referring to your

not providing proof of licensing, accredita1on, or your

qualifica1ons to run any business whatsoever.  Where I say your

cited sources are unreliable, I'm referring to your self-references

because you lack any credibility whatsoever as well as your

references to other charlatans selling the same bullshit and your

backing up your false claims about me using the statements of

drug addicts and child traffickers that you found online, had Sean

introduce as hearsay under penalty of perjury, and then con1nued

to harass me.  So, your cited sources when cited are poor and don't

address the ques1ons asked about your licensing, accredita1on,

and qualifica1ons which is all I asked about in my ini1al e-mail to

you.  You've s1ll not answered those ques1ons and just

emo1onally manipulate and lie to try to get your way.  I'm not a
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lesbian nor an idiot, so that won't work on me.  Good luck.

On 7/11/2019 5:11 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

PPPS  Sean started promo1ng Sacred Breath Academy as early

as 8/30/18.  He did a video where he says his new spiritual thing

he does for himself is breathwork through Sacred Breath

Academy.  The video of that is at h@p://www.heal-online.org

/SeanStoneVideo1.mp4.  So, that means if you've only been

together for 8 months (since 11/10/18 or so), then he was

promo1ng Sacred Breath Academy at least 3-4 months prior and

sta1ng in public videos that he works the program.  So, you've

done a number of videos with him where you've been

manipula1ng him too or had him in a trance-like state offering

period prayers because you don't understand your own biology

or that you need to eat enough calories to sustain your

body/energy and also enough iron before and during your

period especially to make sure you don't get overly fa1gued or

frustrated due to low iron or low blood sugar.  I'm not a doctor,

but, if you ask one they'll say that's true.  So, you constantly self-

negate because you lie all the 1me and it is really just really

annoying and like a total waste of 1me to read what you write

or listen to you at all because there's nothing worth listening to

or reading once anyone paying a@en1on realizes you negate or

disclaim everything you say or available facts do that for you. 

You have no credibility whatsoever and that's why when you

have a Hitler meltdown because your emo1onal manipula1on

doesn't work in court and you can't interrupt without being

removed for disorderly conduct when people present

informa1on that you would rather not be considered, I'll
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 7/11/2019, 10:36 PM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

This should help you to understand reality- and Sean and I
being in a relationship. Please get help.

On Thu, Jul 11, 2019 at 3:08 PM Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-

online.org> wrote:

Dear Danielle,

Your message below cons3tutes con3nued harassment of me

and HEAL.  I look forward to seeing you in court.  And, you didn't

cite your sources and offered just your word which I can't accept

because of how much dishonesty is involved and the fact the

Na3onal Cancer Ins3tute and TESS already confirmed you are a

fraud.  You have lied about nearly everything in your response

and we don't post misinforma3on.  The offer is for Sean to write

a guest blog ar3cle and interview you with the caveat that I

would add any commentary without removing any of that made

by Sean or you and cite my sources.  I'll be adding your message

to my evidence against you.  Did you know that by con3nuing
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Subject: Re: Updates

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 10:38 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

Seen it and the judge will help fine.

On 7/11/2019 10:36 PM, Sacred Breath wrote:

This should help you to understand reality- and Sean
and I being in a relationship. Please get help.

On Thu, Jul 11, 2019 at 3:08 PM Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-

online.org> wrote:

Dear Danielle,

Your message below cons5tutes con5nued harassment of me

and HEAL.  I look forward to seeing you in court.  And, you

didn't cite your sources and offered just your word which I

can't accept because of how much dishonesty is involved and

the fact the Na5onal Cancer Ins5tute and TESS already

confirmed you are a fraud.  You have lied about nearly
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From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 7/11/2019, 10:40 PM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Thought you can't leave your house to go to your local
police station but you can fly to LA? Oh yes the judge
will�certainly know about your�blackmailing and
threatening a student, making up fake rape charges,
libel, stalking a celebrity, slander
and�harassment.�Best of luck to you!
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Subject: Re:

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 10:44 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org, ostone@ixtlaninc.com, California

<california@heal-online.org>

Dear Cunt,

There are no fake rape charges.  I'm a vic3m's advocate and they

decide when to report to law enforcement and we assist them with

that.  I didn't blackmail anyone.  Sean extorted me on your behalf. 

You libeled me and I told the truth about you.  I've never stalked

Sean.  I'm not harassing anyone.  You are slandering and harassing

me you stupid cunt and I'll be glad to have the court look at all the

evidence and send you to prison for stupidity alone and the legal

liability you've created for the Stone family is unforgivable you

fraudulent, controlling, vicious, lying, evil piece of shit that will be

flushed soon enough.

Best Wishes and Good Luck To You Too,

Angela

On 7/11/2019 10:40 PM, Sacred Breath wrote:

Thought you can't leave your house to go to your local
police station but you can fly to LA? Oh yes the judge
will�certainly know about your�blackmailing and
threatening a student, making up fake rape
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Subject: Re:

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/11/2019, 10:49 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org, ostone@ixtlaninc.com, California

<california@heal-online.org>

PS  I have to go to LA to court to defend myself and my

organiza0on from your slandering bullshit lies and exploita0on of

Sean Stone and his family.  It isn't something I would choose to do

and I've been summoned and could be held in contempt of court if

I don't show up.  So, yes, when I'm summoned to a court

proceeding, I do go because I understand how the law works.  And,

I should've go5en the restraining order against you when Deputy

Sadro suggested it.  I'm very sorry that I wanted to handle things

more reasonably or a5empted to be friendly to resolve any issues

regarding whether or not you are a fraudulent vicious lying cunt. 

Apparently, I've got all the proof I need that's true and will be

happy to see you in court.  And, so many facts on my side I'll bury

you alive with all of it and in a figura0ve way that allows the judge

to have all the fun in deciding what to do with the pile.  But, since I

care about Sean I've told him how to plead undue influence so

hopefully only you get pinched hard by the long arm of the law in

light of all the facts objec0vely rather than your delusional

perspec0ve.

On 7/11/2019 10:44 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Cunt,
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Subject: Re:

From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 7/12/2019, 3:29 PM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

WE HAVE NEVER USED REBIRTHING
BREATHWORK SO YOU NEED TO TAKE IT OFF
YOUR "SITE" RIGHT NOW. WE HAVE NEVER
STUDIED OR TRAINED UNDER THEM. YOU
WILL BE SUED VERY SHORTLY.�

And sorry but sending 10+ emails to someone a day with
zero response from them is certainly
stalking/harassing.�You are�the harasser. You are the one
projecting. It's ironic the person harassing is saying she is
being "harassed." That is projection at its
finest.�Definition of harassment: again, you�sending
people 10 or more emails a day that they�don't even read
or reply to. Do you really think this is normal behavior?
Do you hear voices in your head?�This illustrates many
signs of psychosis though you need a proper diagnosis, I
am only speculating. Though we�actually heard that your
information has already been submitted to the local psych
ward.�

Again, our suggestion: Please watch "A Beautiful Mind".�

First of all, Sadro closed your case. He told Sean and
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myself to get a restraining order against you.�

See what psychos or sociopaths do is take everything they
are doing and flip it/project it on "the other".

You are the one harassing both Sean, I, Oliver and many
others, so you flip it and say “we are harassing you.” When
all we have ever done was respond minimally to your false
accusations. Or told you to stop contacting us.�

The Stone family doesn’t know you other than you are an
obsessive stalker that lives in a trailor park. And you say I
use them to “promote” myself, when this is exactly what
you have done, having the audacity to actually call Sean a
“friend”. Again, projection. Sean is my boyfriend and you
are so obsessed with him that you have to create an
elaborate conspiracy because you can’t accept it.�

Aren’t you tired of making up so many lies by now? It’s
really just becoming embarrassing for you. Again,
attempting blackmailing and threatening a student of
SBA? Making up fake rape charges? Tracing a cell number
to the previous owner and making up fake
correlations?�You have become completely unhinged,
Angela. When does the madness end?�

Again,�Sean�or his father Oliver do not know you, nor did
they ever. Do. You. Understand? Do you really call
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someone your friend that you have never met or spoken in
person or on the phone, other than in succinct email
exchanges of them asking you to stop contacting them?�

I will be suing you for emotional abuse now along with
lies, fraud, defamation and slander. Thank you for showing
your true colors and how mentally unstable you are! Yours
actions are vile and inhumane.�

You have made up fake rape accounts, tried to blackmail a
student, said the most horrific lies about us, stalked an
entire family, and go after many other organizations
because you have deep, unresolved trauma in yourself. So
instead of facing your pain, you project it on anyone you
can get your hands on to disown it in yourself. You are the
one who needs the very healing that you criticize.

Again, none of us know who you are Angela! Other than
you live on a trailer park, harass organizations,
harass�Sean�Stone, and have an organization dedicated to
playing our your early teen trauma. Because you were
traumatized as an young girl, you have written a story that
reduces and generalizes all spiritual organizations and teen
camps to be the same, because you have not resolved that
trauma in yourself. So you have to incessantly victimize
yourself and create illusory scenarios in your mind.
Though there are real issues out there but you are just
blindly throwing around terms in a false and destructive
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way. You throw around the phrase “human trafficking”
like it’s the most common word in the English language.
Highly Disturbing!�

Again, Oliver doesn’t know you.�Sean�doesn’t know you.
Kaya doesn’t know you. Please embrace reality.�

Why do you think you know�Sean? He has never met or
spoke to you in his life? Do you do this with a lot of
celebrities?�

Also, stop citing American Cancer Society. SBA makes no
claims to anything medical, certainly not cancer. You are
the cancer! Just stop with the lies. You must be exhausted!�

It’s also concerning that you think a simple breathwork
school (like any other meditation or yoga school) is a cult.
We do feel for you. Again, unless�you plan on opening
further fake investigations on hundreds of schools, your
claims are laughable at best. Hey at least you are good with
comedy! �

The lengths you have gone through because of your severe
obsession with Sean are incredulous. Just because you
can’t accept he has a girlfriend that he loves. Even signing
a letter that you would "die for him"? Sending photos of
yourself in the shower?�Disturbing incessant ramblings?
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We will be showing this in court as well to show your
complete mental instability. In my�opinion, you should not
be allowed to live outside of a ward for the safety the
public.�

We know you have threatened to kill people before. We
know how unstable you are. We know you make up
delusions of grandeur. You appear very sick and need help.
Please get help.

To�conclude: no one believes a word of your lies. So
you can stop now. For everyone’s sake. No one wants
anything to do with this�insanity.�And the public
is�already aware...�https://www.google.com/amp/s
/theblast.com/c/oliver-stone-son-restraining-
order/amp

On Thu, Jul 11, 2019 at 10:49 PM Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-

online.org> wrote:

PS  I have to go to LA to court to defend myself and my

organiza3on from your slandering bullshit lies and exploita3on of

Sean Stone and his family.  It isn't something I would choose to

do and I've been summoned and could be held in contempt of

court if I don't show up.  So, yes, when I'm summoned to a court

proceeding, I do go because I understand how the law works. 

And, I should've go8en the restraining order against you when

Deputy Sadro suggested it.  I'm very sorry that I wanted to

handle things more reasonably or a8empted to be friendly to

Re: imap://imap.1and1.com:993/fetch>UID>/INBOX>122315?header=...
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resolve any issues regarding whether or not you are a fraudulent

vicious lying cunt.  Apparently, I've got all the proof I need that's

true and will be happy to see you in court.  And, so many facts

on my side I'll bury you alive with all of it and in a figura3ve way

that allows the judge to have all the fun in deciding what to do

with the pile.  But, since I care about Sean I've told him how to

plead undue influence so hopefully only you get pinched hard by

the long arm of the law in light of all the facts objec3vely rather

than your delusional perspec3ve.

On 7/11/2019 10:44 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Dear Cunt,

There are no fake rape charges.  I'm a vic3m's advocate and

they decide when to report to law enforcement and we assist

them with that.  I didn't blackmail anyone.  Sean extorted me

on your behalf.  You libeled me and I told the truth about

you.  I've never stalked Sean.  I'm not harassing anyone.  You

are slandering and harassing me you stupid cunt and I'll be

glad to have the court look at all the evidence and send you

to prison for stupidity alone and the legal liability you've

created for the Stone family is unforgivable you fraudulent,

controlling, vicious, lying, evil piece of shit that will be flushed

soon enough.

Best Wishes and Good Luck To You Too,

Angela

On 7/11/2019 10:40 PM, Sacred Breath wrote:
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Subject: Re:

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/12/2019, 3:39 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

Go fuck yourself.  And see the a-ached which will be added to our

site shortly.  You claim a bunch of shit and at the same 0me

disclaim it.  You have no credibility and offer "Breathwork Master"

cer0fica0ons which is the RBI cer0fica0ons.  So, go fuck yourself

and I'm suing you you cunt and I'll see you on Wednesday.  Don't

contact me again.  Have your lawyer do it.  You have created a

situa0on that puts Sean at serious risk of actual prison 0me and

yourself too.  You are an evil cunt who should die.  And, I wish you

would.  But, I'd never hurt anyone in an illegal manner and will just

leave it all up to the judge because you are an evil lying vicious

criminal who should be segregated from society.

On 7/12/2019 3:29 PM, Sacred Breath wrote:

WE HAVE NEVER USED REBIRTHING
BREATHWORK SO YOU NEED TO TAKE IT
OFF YOUR "SITE" RIGHT NOW. WE HAVE
NEVER STUDIED OR TRAINED UNDER THEM.
YOU WILL BE SUED VERY SHORTLY.�

And sorry but sending 10+ emails to someone a day
with zero response from them is certainly
stalking/harassing.�You are�the harasser. You are the
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Subject: Re:

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/12/2019, 3:43 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

Right, in your first reply you said you do use the RBI breathwork by

sta0ng you don't do it on children like in Colorado and don't use

pillows.  But, it is the same shit or you contradicted yourself again. 

Not surprising because you are such a vicious lying cunt who

wouldn't know the truth or chooses not to know it and doubles

down on stupid every chance you get so you put everyone around

you at risk by accusing Elizabeth Cox-Stone of a felony in throwing

out Sean's mail without his knowing about it or seeing it.  That's a

crime.  You lie about Oliver Stone and try to implicate him.  You

suborn perjury from Sean and negate his own under penalty of

perjury statements on your behalf with your e-mails basically

guaranteeing he'll at least be fined if not jailed for perjury.  And,

you operate without a license and make false claims viola0ng state

and federal laws.  So, go to hell.  I'll be happy to see you in court

and send you straight to jail or watch the judge do that because all

the actual facts are in my favor and your bullshit doesn't cons0tute

facts and your emo0onal manipula0ons won't work in court.  So,

again, go fuck yourself and prepare for an extended stay behind

bars.

On 7/12/2019 3:39 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Go fuck yourself.  And see the a=ached which will be added to
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Subject: Re:

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/12/2019, 3:45 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org

You said you only do it to adults and not on children like in

Colorado.  You negate yourself constantly because you are either

stupid or just a vicious lying cunt.  Either way, happy to see you in

court and expose all of it.  I just hope Sean is seen as a vic6m of

yours too so that he only gets fined.  He'll need to deprogram, ask

for immunity to tes6fy against you for your fraud though.  And, if

he doesn't come to his senses by then, he'll be in trouble because

you fucked with the wrong advocate you cunt.

On 7/12/2019 3:43 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

Right, in your first reply you said you do use the RBI breathwork

by sta6ng you don't do it on children like in Colorado and don't

use pillows.  But, it is the same shit or you contradicted yourself

again.  Not surprising because you are such a vicious lying cunt

who wouldn't know the truth or chooses not to know it and

doubles down on stupid every chance you get so you put

everyone around you at risk by accusing Elizabeth Cox-Stone of

a felony in throwing out Sean's mail without his knowing about

it or seeing it.  That's a crime.  You lie about Oliver Stone and try

to implicate him.  You suborn perjury from Sean and negate his

own under penalty of perjury statements on your behalf with

your e-mails basically guaranteeing he'll at least be fined if not
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Subject: Re:

From: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>

Date: 7/12/2019, 4:43 PM

To: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

BCC: angela@heal-online.org, ostone@ixtlaninc.com, California

<california@heal-online.org>

Also, Sean disagrees with you on sending mul/ple messages per

day, even up to 50.  See the video evidence at h3p://www.heal-

online.org/SeanStoneVideo2.mp4.  The evidence of his sta/ng he's

a member/recruit of your cult is at h3p://www.heal-online.org

/SeanStoneVideo1.mp4.  And, also shown in the evidence at

h3p://www.heal-online.org/seanstoneproof.pdf (start at page 29). 

You speak out of ignorance at best and hateful vicious decep/on at

worst.  I see it as a blend of stupid and criminal.  I believe the court

will agree.  See you Wednesday.  And, check out h3p://www.heal-

online.org/dkharassment.pdf and h3p://www.heal-online.org

/daniellethemoron.pdf for even more informa/on.

On 7/12/2019 3:29 PM, Sacred Breath wrote:

WE HAVE NEVER USED REBIRTHING
BREATHWORK SO YOU NEED TO TAKE IT
OFF YOUR "SITE" RIGHT NOW. WE HAVE
NEVER STUDIED OR TRAINED UNDER THEM.
YOU WILL BE SUED VERY SHORTLY.�

And sorry but sending 10+ emails to someone a day
with zero response from them is certainly
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Subject: update

From: Prof Grace <bonchek.pb@gmail.com>

Date: 12/4/2019, 10:21 PM

To: Sean Stone <Scstone52@gmail.com>,

oursacredbreath@gmail.com, Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-

online.org>

We are ALL nuts - BECAUSE OF - the SBA CULTS on

Earth BECAUSE OF the Kaya Fake Leigh WHORES- and

her AZURE AZURE == real name 

God bless == Sean Stone and  Angela Smith == TOTAL

Investigators and  LOVERS LOVERS

Sweethearts!!!! https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=ydWhRObVxrMhttps://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=ydWhRObVxrM!!!!

The thing is - I LOVE Sean and Angela. Thank you and

awesome work!!!

SBA -- YOU ARE EVIL EVIL PATHETIC LOSER

SCUMBAGS on our Planet so GET THE FUCK OFF

AZURES / Sacred Breath LOSER ACADEMY ...you are

VILE VILE VILE and EVIL demonic parasites  

Have Fun at you Dec 6-8 SOUL AWAKENING
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